Media Start List

U23 Men's Pair

Race 127

Start Time: 11:20
27 JUL 2018

Lane | Ctry Code | Name | Date of Birth
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | GRE | NTOUSKOS Stefanos (b) KALENTZIS Spyridon (s) | 29 MAR 1997 26 DEC 1996
2 | ROU | CIOBICA Dumitru-Alexandru (b) LEHACI Florin-Sorin (s) | 26 OCT 1999 26 MAR 1999
3 | AUS | JUDGE Andrew (b) O'BRIEN Joseph (s) | 06 FEB 1996 01 MAR 1998
4 | RSA | BRITTAIN Charles (b) MITCHELL James (s) | 02 JAN 1997 15 SEP 1997
5 | TUR | ASLAN Eren Can (b) GUVEN Gokhan (s) | 03 DEC 1996 14 APR 1997
6 | BUL | KATSARSKI Rangel (b) HALADZHOV Stanimir (s) | 10 OCT 1996 30 JUL 1998

Progression System: 1-3 to Final A, Remaining Crews to Final B (1-3->FA, 4..->FB)

Legend:
b bow s stroke
S Semifinal F Final

INTERNET Service: www.worldrowing.com